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In a regression setting, Chan (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 87 (1982), 45-50) gave a lower 
bound for the trace of the covariance matrix of the simple least squares estimate. 
For the case in which this lower bound cannot be reached, a sharper lower bound 
and a necessary and sufficient condition for its attainment are obtained using the 
idea of Schur-convexity. ’ 19X7 Academic Pres. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that there is the linear regression model 
where y is an m x 1 vector of observations, X is an m x n matrix to be called 
the design matrix, fi is an n x 1 vector of unknown parameters, and E is an 
m x 1 vector of random variables with mean the m x 1 zero vector and 
known covariance matrix LI. Assume that m 3 n and denote the eigenvalues 
of /l in ascending order of magnitude by 
For a given design matrix X of rank n, an unbiased estimate of the 
parameter /? based on the observation y is the ordinary least squares 
estimate 
whose covariance matrix is given by 
(xx)-’ x’flx(x’x)-~‘. (1) 
One of the design problems is to choose X from a given experimental 
region such that the trace of the matrix in (1) is minimal. This is a problem 
in the A-optimal designs of regression experiments, and the experimental 
region under consideration in this paper is taken to be the set H of all 
1~ x II real matrices of rank 17 whose ith column has a Euclidean norm not 
exceeding (‘,: i= I,..., II, where the c, are given positive numbers. 
In Chan 123, it is shown that for any matrix X in H the trace of the 
matrix in (I ) has a lower bound of 
(2) 
and that, when i., > 0 and the c,, i = l,..., n, are arranged in ascending order 
of magnitude, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an X 
in H to attain the lower bound is that 
A question arises as to whether a sharper lower bound can be found 
when the necessary and sufficient condition in (3) is not satisfied. In Chan 
[I], it is conjectured that the expression 
could be a sharper lower bound. The expression of (4) is indeed sharper 
than that of (2) in view of the Schwarz inequality. In Section 2, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the expression in (4) to be a lower bound for 
the trace of the matrix in (1) is derived; as a prerequisite a lemma concern- 
ing Schur-convexity is proved. For the special case in which all the i., are 
equal, a partial result was given in Rao [S, p. 2361, and is discussed in Sec- 
tion 3. 
2. A-OPTIMAL DESIGNS 
Use is made of the idea of Schur-convexity in proving the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose thut O,<i, <ji.,d ... <i.,, and O<h, db,< ... db, 
are each arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Then the condition 
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is equicalent to the condition that for any z, ,..., z,, such that 
(6) 
there i.r the inequalit) 
Proof. Sz@iciency. Set b, = 0 and b,, + , = r;. For each k = l,..., n - 1, 
let tl be the smallest positive integer such that bktr, < b,, , + L, and v be the 
smallest positive integer such that bi i < b, + I _ I.; then it can be easily 
shown that for any 11’ satisfying 
O<\r<min{b,+, ,- bk-A+,+,,-br+.j> (7) 
the inequality 
(hh+I-~.-~t~)~‘ik+l I +(hA+,,+n~)F’i,+,, 
2bA:il-,j.~+~ , +bh;i,,&+,, (8) 
is equivalent to the inequality 
Now for i = l,..., II, write 
- = b, + , _, - 11’ -, if i=k+l--t: 
= h, + ,, + II’ if i=k+u 
=b, otherwise. 
Then the z, satisfy all inequalities in (6) and therefore the inequality in (8) 
holds. Thus, inequality (9) holds and so in particular we have 
b: ~~,~,j.~f,-I~b,:,i.:.~,,. 
Since b /i+,--L.=bk, bl,+,,=bl;+], ~.p+l--<jik and j.A.+,,2j.k+,, we 
therefore have 
brljl?>b-I iI.2 
x ‘k / iii-1 ‘AtI 
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Necessit~~. Consider any ;, ,.... z,, satisfying all the inequalities in (6). 
Write 
which may be assumed to be nonzero, and h,, = 0 and 
h,=t ’ ( i b, - i: ;,I 3 0, k = I,..., n - I 
I== I ,=I 
(and so zx = h, - t(h, - hl, , ) and z,~ = h,, + th,, {). We have 
i 
I 
zr! ‘i.,- i h, ‘“1=“c b,‘[b,-t(hk-hk~ l)]~‘t(hk-hk-,)Ak 
kc, h=1 ! ,=I  
-b,, ‘(b,,+th,,m ,)- ’ th,, m,&. 
It suffices to show that the function on the right (as a function of t) has a 
nonnegative derivative. In fact, the derivative (w.r.t. t) equals 
‘if [h, - t(h, -h k ,,I ~Z(h,-h,-,)~,-(h,,+th ,,--I I-*k-A 
/.=I 
I 
3 “1 h, ‘(h/, -h k , ) I., - h,,- *h, - , %, 
X=l 
(10) 
regardless of whether each hk - h, , is positive or negative; using con- 
dition (5) and noting h, = 0, we have that the right-hand side of (10) is not 
less than 
completing the proof. 
THEOREM. Suppose that the positive numbers c,, i = l,..., n, are arranged 
in ascending order of magnitude. Then x7=, c,T*E., is the greatest lower bound 
,fbr the trace 
tr{ (x’X)-’ rAX(J?X)-‘) 
,for any X in H, if and only if 
(‘r 24!'2> c,+2,~l:2 r+ I' i= l,..., n- 1. (11) 
Proof: Write h, = ~3, i= l,..., n. 
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Necessity. For any z, ,..., z, satisfying condition (6) of the Lemma, by 
Horn [3] there exist a positive definite matrix Z whose diagonal elements 
are b, ,..., b, and an orthogonal matrix P such that P’ZP is a diagonal 
matrix with diagonal elements z,,..., z,. Let Q be an orthogonal matrix 
such that Q’nQ is diagonal with elements 1’ ,..., 1,. Denote by X the m x n 
matrix 
X=Q 
where 0 is an (m -n) x n submatrix of zeros. Note that X is a member of 
the set H and that 
tr{ (XX))’ xl&X(Xx))‘) 
=tr {Z--‘[Z’/‘P 0’) Q’AQ [p’c’2]Zp’] 
=tr {[p’zo~‘p 00’] QYQ~ 
= f  zi ‘A,. 
,=I 
By our assumption, we therefore have 
i 17, ‘ii>, i /?:‘A,. 
i= I r=l 
It follows from the Lemma that condition (5), i.e., (11) holds. 
Sufficiency. For any X in H, let z, ,..., z, be the eigenvalues of X’X 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude. By Theorem 20.A.4 of Marshall 
and Olkin [4, p. 5131, we have 
tr{(X’X))’ .YnX(XX) ‘} 3 f ~~~‘1~~. 
i=l 
(12) 
In view of the optimization requirements, we need only to consider those 
X’X whose diagonal elements are 6, ,..., b,. By Horn [3], the inequalities in 
(6) are therefore satisfied. Using the Lemma, we then have C:=, zi ‘li 3 
C:=, b;- ‘A,, and so C:=, ci2Ai is a lower bound for the trace on the left of 
(12). Moreover, by choosing the m x n matrix 
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where C is the diagonal matrix with elements c, ,..., c,,, this lower bound 
can indeed be attained. 
Rrmurk. The only (c,. i.,), i = l,..., II, that satisfy both conditions (3) 
and (11) must fulfill the equalities 
c,- 'j.: 7 = (.,-+?, j.tl,, i= 1 ).... I7 - 1 
Therefore (3) and (11) are incompatible. For the case n = 2, they are com- 
plementary, as discussed in Chan [ 11. 
3. DISCUSSION 
In view of the Remark in Section 2, it remains an open problem to derive 
the greatest lower bound for the trace on the left of (12) for the case n > 3 
when neither of the conditions (3) and (11) is satisfied. On the other hand, 
as a special case when all the i., are equal (and so condition (11) is 
automatically fulfilled), the lower bound j., C;=, c,-” is also obtained by 
Rao [S, p. 2361. The Theorem in Section 2 therefore serves as a 
generalization of his result on optimal regression designs. 
The Lemma in Section 2 is also of interest in its own right. 
Proposition 3.H.2.b of Marshall and Olkin [4, p. 921 gives a similar kind 
of Schur-convexity result but omits any conditions similar to the 
inequalities in (5). Further clarification on the Proposition seems to be 
necessary. 
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